**Rule Updates**

Since *Munchkin Steampunk* was published, we have updated a couple of rules for all *Munchkin* games. Here they are:

- Regardless of what a card or rule says, you cannot *force* another player to help if you are fighting for the winning level. (If they chose to help, that’s their own fault!) If you have a helper in a fight that turns into a fight for the win, the helper is kicked out of the combat without penalty.
- If all monsters are removed from a combat, the combat ends immediately.

**Companions**

Companions are the same as Allies, Hirelings, Sidekicks, etc. from other sets. They have the following rules:

- Companions may be played or discarded at any time.
- You may have only one Companion in play unless you use a *Cheat!* card to have another.
- Companions may give you a combat bonus and/or other fantastic abilities. Read the card!
- You may sacrifice a Companion (by discarding it) to automatically Run Away from all the monsters in a combat, rather than having to roll. If someone was helping you, you decide whether your Companion’s sacrifice also works for your helper.

**Sparks**

You can become a Spark by playing a *Spark* card. It may be played at any time you could play a Class card, and may be discarded at any time.

When you become a Spark, and at the start of each of your turns until you stop being a Spark, you may pick any Item you have in play and roll the die to “Sparkify” it:

- **1 or less** – If the Item has tokens on it, flip all its tokens. If it does not, it can’t handle the Sparkification process and explodes – discard it!
- **2** – If the Item has tokens on it, remove one token. If it does not, add a +1 *Run Away* token.
- **3-4** – Add a +1 *combat* token.
- **5** – Add a +2 *combat* token.
- **6** – Add a +3 *combat* token.

You may put more than one token on an Item, and the bonuses do stack. If you run out of tokens, you’re a Spark and can figure something out.

If your Item goes to another player for any reason, the tokens go with it. If you discard the Item, the tokens go back into the stockpile.
More Munchkin!

*Munchkin* comes in lots of flavors! You can get classic fantasy, sci-fi, superheroes, pirates, cowboys, the apocalypse, steampunks, and zombies . . . and they’re all compatible!

Visit munchkin.game for errata, updates, Q&A, and much more. To discuss *Munchkin* with our staff and your fellow munchkins, visit our forums at forums.sjgames.com/munchkin. Check out munchkin.game/gameplay/resources for reference cards, playmats, and dozens of links.

All the *Munchkin* games should be available at your local game or comic store – find it using our Store Finder, gamerfinder.sjgames.com – but if you don’t have a local store, we’ll be happy to sell them directly to you at warehouse23.com.

More Gears!

Several cards in this expansion are Gears cards. If you can’t tell from the art or just want a definite list, here you are:

Monsters: Fun-Sized Mobile Agony and Death Dispenser, Geister Spider, Guard Clank, Martellus, Rogue Jagers, Smoke Knight, Snake Clank

Treasures: Circus Gun, Clank Gun, Dinosaur Arm, Flame Pistol, Frzzzazzk Gun, Invisible Bug Zapper, Jager Hat, Mini Castle Heterodyne, Reflex Armor, Smilin’ Stev, Sonic Gun, Sparky Shoes
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